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Helping people…help people™
AliMed®

A-Line Support

Maximizes site access

Helps prevent line kinking,
decreasing false alarms

Optimal support for a 
more consistent waveform

Preparing a patient for A-line is an art
that requires practice and experience
to get the best results. Poor A-line
placements due to improvised 
methods can lead to lost time, patient
discomfort, and increased false
alarms—just to name a few issues. 

AliMed’s A-Line Support improves 
access to the radial artery by 
positioning the wrist just right—every
time. It allows skin to be stretched taut
with artery presented optimally and
thumb abducted—all of which facilitate
cannulation. Available in Standard
or Deluxe versions. See reverse side
for details.

AliStrap™ armboard strap, sold separately

Deluxe A-Line
Support

A-Line Support

Consistent, reliable
A-Line insertions

AliMed® A-Line Supports are more efficient 
than improvised methods

AliMed A-Line Supports securely position the wrist just right every time for more accurate waveforms,
eliminating the need for flimsy towel rolls or adhesive tape that can irritate skin.

AliMed A-Line SupportImprovised Methods
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A-Line Support

Pub. #7219   Product #11202

Pre-packaged with straps

Deluxe No more hunting for straps or bandages—
the A-Line support is ready to use directly out of the
package. Includes two padded 1"W x 16"L Beta Pile
II Straps to help reduce skin ulceration risk.12/cs.

#95-985

Both measure 3"W x 101⁄2"L

Use with your own straps or buy pre-packaged with ours.

Try our A-Line Support today—for FREE! 
Request your sample at http://aline.AliMed.info

Use with your own straps

Standard Economical, strapless version is secured
to the arm with your own straps or adhesive-free
bandages (see below). 30/cs. 

#95-984

Standard
Deluxe with 
Beta Pile II Straps

Beta Pile II™ is a soft, padded, hook-sensitive,
low-pile strap with fabric on both sides. Cut
strap to desired length—self-healing edges
won’t fray. For use with Standard version.

#4478 1"W x 30'L, 2 rl/pk

AliStrap™ is a continuous roll
of disposable hook-and-loop
strapping that cuts to the
length you need. Soft, flexible
edges are gentle on skin. 

#95-905 3⁄4"W x 30'L
#95-900 11⁄2"W x 30'L

CoFlex® Bandages Gentle for skin
and tears by hand to secure arm and
line to support. Quick-stick open-cell
foam clings to itself. 

#52002 2"W x 15'L, 36 rl/cs
#52003 3"W x 15'L , 24 rl/cs
Specify Tan or Color Pack.


